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A BSTRACT
We introduce a system for visual analysis of news articles, emails,
GPS tracking data, financial transactions and streaming micro-blog
data. This system was developed in response to the 2014 VAST
Grand Challenge and comprises of several interfaces for mining
textual, network, spatio-temporal, financial, and streaming data.
Index Terms: H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation
(e.g., HCI)]: User Interfaces—Interaction styles (e.g., commands,
menus, forms, direct manipulation)
1 I NTRODUCTION AND P ROBLEM OVERVIEW
The VAST 2014 grand challenge describes a hypothetical scenario wherein some of the employees of an imaginary organization,
GAStech have gone missing and it is speculated that an environmental activist group, Protectors of Kronos (POK) is responsible
behind the disappearance. The challenge requires analysis of a variety of datasets in order to provide crucial leads to law enforcement agencies about suspicious persons, locations, organizations,
events, etc. The provided dataset includes unstructured news articles, email headers from GAStech’s company email, GPS tracking
data of company cars assigned to employees, financial transaction
data of employees’ credit card & loyalty card, streaming data from a
micro-blogging website and control room data of law enforcement
agencies. The approach required to solve the challenge is akin to
completing a jigsaw puzzle. Analysis of each of the datasets reveals
partial information about the plot. An analyst needs to put all these
pieces together in order to reveal the complete plot.

Figure 1: News Interface

2.2 Email Headers
The email header information (see Figure 2) is analyzed using the
following three widgets: radial graph for examining the underlying
email network structure, co-occurrence matrix for identifying users
who frequently exchange emails between them and a search interface for querying the emails. The co-occurrence matrix uses spectral co-clustering [2] to group users together and was implemented
using the Python based scikit-learn package [4].

2 S YSTEM D ESIGN
We developed a web-based visual analytics system that provides a
set of tools and widgets specifically designed to analyze the given
datasets. The system makes use of Google maps to display geospatial data and the Javascript-based graphical libraries d3.js [1]
& nvd3.js for charts and graphs.
2.1 Unstructured News Articles
Figure 1 demonstrates the interface used for analyzing news articles. The interface makes use of a Python based search engine,
Whoosh that allows logical queries and returns relevant news articles where similar articles are grouped together. The returned
news articles are analyzed further using the Stanford’s Named Entity Recognition tool [3], the results of which are displayed using
word clouds. A time series plot shows keyword frequency over
time, thereby giving insights into correlations between searched
keywords.
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Figure 2: Email Header Interface

2.3 GPS Tracking Data
Three different interfaces were built to process GPS tracking data.
The first interface (see Figure 3) allows for playback of GPS coordinates. Using this interface an analyst can visualize the movement
of cars over time.
The second interface (see Figure 4) examines user’s location information along with financial transaction data to geo-locate recreational establishments on a map.

Figure 6: Financial Data Interface

Figure 3: Location Playback Interface

2.5 Streaming Micro-blogging and Control Room Data
Figure 7 presents the interface for visualizing streaming data. In
this interface, micro-blog records are displayed in different shades
of red, where the gradient of the color defines the frequency with
which a message is re-posted. Darker the color higher the frequency of re-posted message. An analyst can visualize geo-tagged
posts on a map and can filter the micro-blog and control room data
by searching for keywords. A line chart shows the frequency of
searched keywords over time.

Figure 4: Recreational POIs Interface

The third interface (see Figure 5) provides widgets to explore
locations which are frequently visited by users. These locations,
also known as Points of Interest (POI) can be classified as home,
work, recreational and suspicious based on their distribution and
frequency over time.

Figure 7: Streaming Data Interface

3 R ESULTS
Using these different interfaces, we were able to unearth reliable
evidence suggesting that Protectors of Kronos is indeed responsible
for the disappearance of employees. Additionally, a few GAStech
employees involved in suspicious activities were also identified.
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Figure 5: Points of Interest Analysis Interface

2.4 Financial Transaction Data
The interface for analyzing user spending data (see Figure 6) provides three widgets: employee vs employee spending comparison,
employee spending distribution, and establishment sales distribution. As the name suggests, employee vs employee spending comparison compares employee spending across company as well as
across departments that he/she works for. Employee spending distribution displays the spending of an employee across all establishments as well as across days. Similarly, establishment sales distribution compares the sales of a particular establishment across all
employees as well as over days.
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